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New needs programmed by
increased usage of computers
From page 1

or as a learning aid for children.
In many cases, the small
computer is carried from home
to office and back for multiple
purposes.

After being in business for a
little more than a year,
Klapheke is pleased with the
amount of sales his store has
had.

In one afternoon last week,
he sold 10 systems. "It's kind of
awesome. I expected it before
Christmas, but not after
Christmas," he said.

Most of the new users are
adults because children have
become familiar with the
computers in classrooms and
video game arcades, explained
Nancy Hastings, a salesperson
at The Computer Store, 4820
U.S. Highway 42.

"You're going to see more
and more home users. They
(parents) want their children to
be computer literate," she said.

Selling computers made by
the Apple Computer Co. for
home use has become a major
part of The Computer Store's
business, Ms. Hastings said.

When someone enters the
store in search of a computer,
the first question she asks the
person is: "What do you want
to do with it?"

From there, Ms. Hastings
and the customer can determine
needs and price range.

The term "home computer"
is somewhat misleading, Ms.
Hastings said, because rarely
does a customer purchase a
small computer for home use
only.

In the home, a computer can
be used for inventory and
entertainment and then
transported to the office 'for
other uses, which is what most
families do, she said.

"More and more people are
becoming aware of the need for
hands-o- n experience," she said.
That's why The Computer Store
offers seminars on a limited,
first come-fir- st served, ge

basis.
For most people, it's much

easier to buy preprogrammed
software than to learn how to
create programs themselves,
said David Ernspiker, a
technician with the Computer
Emporium in Hurstbourne
Plaza.

In the area of small
computers, the store sells Apple
brand hardware and offers a
half hour's worth of instruction
for each $1,000 spent, he said.

For home use, instructions
are given in the store while
lessons for business use are
provided on location.
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retailers at Radio Shack,
division of Tandy Corp.,
realized some time ago that
computers were going to be a
marketable product among the
everyday person, said Mark
Clark, district manager.

In Jefferson County, Radio
Shack offers two ways to
purchase a computer. At retail
stores on Eastern Parkway and
the Jefferson Mall, special
sections are dedicated to the sale
of computers.

The other way is to visit a
Computer Center, either in the
downtown Galleria and at 2900
Taylorsville Road.

The centers offer instruction,
with varying charges, from
basic computer operations to
specialized program training.

While several retail outlets
that sell computers have time
and space and personnel to
teach buyers how to use their
computers at home or for
business, Educational
Computer Services, 120
Meridian Ave. in St. Matthews,
was created for that specific
purpose.

"Two years ago (Educational
Computer Services) was born
out of a wedding of the
computer and educational
learning techniques for the
benefit of increased learning
and enjoyment in learning,"
commented Fay W. Leach, who
owns the business along with
her husband, Charles.

When she founded her
company two years ago, Ms.
Leach said that she knew of
only one similar operation,
which was based in California.

Knowing how to use a
computer "is critical," she
pointed out. "We're in a
computer world."

Where her business is crucial
is in maintaining knowledge and
use of small computers after
they are carried out of a store.

"After the initial training
period, then they (computer
owners) really need to know
how to use it," Ms. Leach said.

In the two years she has
offered courses on computer
use, Ms. Leach said that more
than 400 people have enrolled in
programs provided by
Educational Computer
Services. Classes are given at
her business' center or she goes
to a business and provides on-si- te

training.
Her two years in the business

have shown Ms. Leach that
there is no age limit on interest
in computers. Her youngest
student age 5. Her oldest
student age 70.

"In the computer world,
what's true today can be
different tomorrow," she said.
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"It's an exciting field."
Coursework isn't the only

way to expand knowledge. on
small computer use. Owners of
small computers in Jefferson
County gather in "user groups"
to share and explore the
technological masterpieces that
sit in their family rooms.

Ms. Leach is the president of
the Apple computers user
group. "We exchange
information and help each
other," she said of the
organization that has about 100.
members.

John Tucker of Tiverton Way
is the president of the Kyiana
994 Computer Society that
concentrates on the uses of
Texas Instrument's small
computers.

In the "nine or 10 months"
the group has been meeting,
Tucker said that the number of
members has grown to over 135.

"Our whole objective is to
help each other learn how to use
computers," he said.

At the society's meetings,
Tucker said that members talk
about phases of programming
and also demonstrate games.

For years Tucker said he had
been interested in purchasing a
small computer to use at home,
and only in recent years was one
available that he considered
affordable. In addition to its
recreational uses, he also keeps
records for his wife's business
and keeps track of the computer
society's mailing list.

"The uses are almost
limitless," Tucker commented.
"It's almost mind-boggling- ."

"Groups like ours are an
absolute must," Tucker said.
"Most places that sell
computers cannot afford to
teach someone to program
without extra charges."

According to Tucker, "the
users group can be the greatest
thing to happen to home
computers."

Without such groups to spur
use of a home computer, he
added, "interest could die out."

Then, Tucker noted, "you
would have a $300 game
machine sitting in your parlor."
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It's no wonder over Vh million
carry the Blue Cross and Blue Shield
card.

It's the card that assures quick admittance to
hospitals across the United States.

It's the card that means quality pre-pai- d health
care including fees, hospital care, and
major medical coverage to guard, against the. cost
of illness or injury.

It's the card that can do so much; it has made
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of the stand-
ard by which other heaith care plans are measured- whether for employer groups, for families, or for

If you'd like to be considered for the card so
many depend on, fill out the couport
and mail it today.
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